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cognitive science, psychology, physiology, and so on [4].
Moreover, the recently developed brain computer interface
(BCI) indeed extends the use of spontaneous EEG and ERPs
into more practical situations [6] .
Nevertheless, the spontaneous EEG is usually recorded
in the rest state of a participant [2], and the ERPs are mostly
collected under the specially designed presentation of
stimuli [4]. Hence, these two types of data cannot
straightforwardly reflect the activity in the brain in more
natural and general conditions of a participant. For example,
when a participant is watching a video, listening to music,
moving, talking, and even playing games and sports, it will
be of great interest and benefit to know the brain state of the
participant through the ongoing EEG [7].
Indeed, from the view of data collection, there is no
difficulty to collect the ongoing EEG data in natural
conditions [7]. To the best knowledge of authors, it seems
that the difficulty to study the ongoing EEG results from
how to analyze the collected EEG data in such complicated,
but natural, conditions. For example, how to extract
components of brain activities and how to find the
interesting components are still open for research. This
study is devoted to this challenging topic and the ongoing
EEG elicited while listening to a 512-second long piece of
music will be analyzed through the proposed methodology.
Sanei and Chambers reviewed the data processing
approaches for the spontaneous EEG and the ERPs [8]. For
the spontaneous EEG, particularly for the data recorded
when a participant is sleeping, the duration of the whole
recordings can be dozens of minutes, even several hours;
then, a sliding window with the length of a few seconds is
often used to segment the long EEG data; next, the spectrum
of the short EEG data in each segment can be analyzed;
after the power spectrum at different frequency bands is
calculated, the state of sleep can be concluded [2, 8]. In
other words, for such long spontaneous EEG data, its
spectrogram is analyzed. Regarding ERPs, the peak
measurements and the event-related oscillations (EROs) [9]

ABSTRACT
This study proposes a six-step approach to analyze ongoing
EEG elicited by 512-second long natural music (modern
tango). The spectrogram of the ongoing EEG was first
produced, and then a fourth-order tensor including the
spectrograms of multiple channels of multiple participants
was decomposed via nonnegative tensor factorization (NTF)
into four factors, including temporal, spectral and spatial
components, and multi-domain features of all participants.
We found one extracted temporal component by NTF
significantly (p < 0.01) correlated with the temporal course
of a long-term music feature, ‘fluctuation centroid’;
moreover, the power of posterior alpha activity was found to
be associated with this temporal component. Hence, it looks
promising to apply the proposed method for analyzing other
ongoing EEG elicited by other natural stimuli.
Index Terms— EEG, ongoing, music, nonnegative
tensor factorization, spectrogram
1. INTRODUCTION
Electroencephalography (EEG) is the recorded electrical
activity along the scalp by electrodes. It was first reported
by Hans Berger in 1929 [1]. At that time, the spontaneous
EEG was recorded while the participant was resting, and no
external stimuli were presented to the participant [1, 2]. In
1939, Davis et al. reported the event-related potentials
(ERPs) which were elicited by auditory stimulations [3, 4].
ERPs are the averaged EEG activity time-locked to the
presentation of repeated visual, somatosensory or auditory
stimuli [4]. With development of powerful computational
tools, the spontaneous EEG has been used for the clinical
purposes for epilepsy, coma, tumors, stroke [2], diagnosis of
brain death [5], and so on; furthermore, for the research use,
the spontaneous EEG, and particularly, its derivative, ERPs,
are extensively studied in the fields of neuroscience,
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component in this study through measuring the correlation
coefficient between an extracted temporal component by
NTF and the temporal course of a music feature. A
significant correlation may indicate that the EEG data is
closely associated with the music, which is of interest in the
experiment. Then, spectral and spatial components parallel
to the selected temporal components may reveal the spectral
structure and spatial map of brain activity elicited by music.

in the time, frequency, and time-frequency domains are
often used to represent the ERP related brain activity for
analysis [4, 10, 11]. Furthermore, such measurements of the
spontaneous EEG and the ERPs can be used to localize the
source of the brain activity when the EEG data is collected
by a high-density array [2, 4, 8, 12]. In such a situation, the
information of EEG data in one of time, frequency and timefrequency domains, and the spatial domain is exploited
sequentially. Moreover, the multi-dimensional signal
processing methods like principal/independent component
analysis (PCA/ICA) and tensor factorization based on the
canonical polyadic (CP) model [13] can be performed on the
multi-way EEG data to exploit the information of EEG data
in the time and spatial domains simultaneously [8].
From the view of data formations of spontaneous EEG,
ongoing EEG and ERPs, the ongoing EEG elicited by the
natural stimuli and the spontaneous EEG are very alike
since the ERPs are conventionally defined as the averaged
EEG over multiple single-trials, and it is very difficult to
define triggers for producing single trials of EEG data of
ERPs under the natural stimuli. So, referenced to the
spontaneous EEG data, the spectrogram of the ongoing EEG
elicited by the 512-second long music will be the object of
our study, instead of the EEG waveform, hereinafter. Then,
a fourth-order tensor with dimensions of time by frequency
by channel by subject can be formulated via the
spectrograms of ongoing EEG data of multiple channels of
multiple participants. As the spectrogram is nonnegative, the
nonnegative tensor factorization (NTF) based on CP model
will be performed to decompose the nonnegative fourthorder tensor into the pre-defined number of components in
each of four factors consisting of the temporal, spectral and
spatial components, and the multi-domain features of EEG
for all participants in this study [13-17]. After the
decomposition through NTF, it is necessary to seek the
interesting component to follow up for further analysis. This
process is analogous to the application of ICA on EEG.
Through ICA, a number of components can be extracted,
and then, one or more interesting components are usually
chosen for the further analysis based on the prior knowledge
of EEG [11, 18]. In the application of NTF for the study of
ERPs, the selection of the desired component is also based
on the prior knowledge of the ERPs [16]. In the BCI
problem regarding the spontaneous EEG, the selection of
the desired components or features of EEG can be achieved
through machine learning methods which are also based on
prior knowledge of the spontaneous EEG [15, 19]. Hence,
the prior knowledge of EEG plays an important role in
selecting the interesting component for analysis.
However, regarding the ongoing EEG elicited by the
natural music, we do not have enough knowledge to select
the interesting component extracted by NTF from the
spectrograms of EEG. Thus, the prior knowledge does not
result from the EEG data, but from the music used in the
experiment in this study. With the reference to the same
music used in an fMRI study [20], we select the interesting

2. METHOD
2.1. Data description
EEG data of fourteen right-handed and healthy adults aged
from 20 to 46 years old were used in this study. No
participants reported hearing loss or history with
neurological illnesses. No participants had any musical
expertise. A whole musical piece of modern tango-Astor
Piazzolla was used as test stimuli, and the 8.5-minute tango
of Piazzolla was recorded in a concert in Lausanne,
Switzerland [20]. The EEG data was recorded according to
10-20 system with BioSemi bioactive electrode caps (64
electrodes in the cap plus 5 external electrodes at the tip of
the nose, left and right mastoids and around the right eye
both horizontally and vertically). The direct-current mean
value between each measuring electrode and the Common
Mode Sense electrode was kept under ±25 µV. EEG were
collected with the sampling rate of 2048 Hz and saved for
off-line processing. The external electrode of the nose was
the reference and the data were preprocessed in EEGLAB
[11], and then were down-sampled to 256 Hz, high-pass and
low-pass filtered with 1 Hz and 30 Hz cutoff frequencies.
2.2. Nonnegative tensor factorization
In the form of tensor products, the NTF model [13] reads as
∑
∘
⋯∘
⋯
,
1
,
where,
is the number of extracted components,
⋯
are associated components in N parallel factors
under the CP model, is an approximation of the Nth-order
⋯
, and is an identity tensor [13],
tensor ∈
,
,⋯,
∈
is the nonnegative
matrix,
1, 2, ⋯ , , and
1, 2, ⋯ , . Most algorithms
for NTF are to minimize a squared Euclidean distance via
D |
⋯
. (2)
In this study, we applied the hierarchical alternating least
squares (HALS) algorithm [13] for NTF as
←
⋯
⋯
⊛
,
(3)
where, ‘⊛’ denotes the Hadarmard product,
, and
represents the n-mode product between a tensor
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and a vector [13]. The factors except the last one will be
normalized to be unit vectors during iterations
←
,
1, 2, ⋯ ,
1.

(I) Five music (tonal and rhythmic) features studied in
[20] were used here. In order to extract the features, the 512second long music was first segmented into 255 frames by a
sliding rectangular window, and the duration of the frame
was 3 seconds and the overlap between two adjacent frames
was 1 second. The features were then extracted in each
frame. Next, five temporal courses of those features were
produced under the sampling frequency of 0.5 Hz. Details of
the feature extraction can be found in [20, 25].
(II) In order to remove the artifacts caused by the eye
blinks and others, a high pass digital filter was performed on
the EEG with the cutoff frequency at 4 Hz. This is because
the EOG activity has a wide frequency range but usually
maximizes below 4 Hz [26]. In BCI studies, a high-pass
filter with the cutoff frequency at 8 Hz is often used [19] for
better cleaning EOG. In this study, we kept the theta
oscillation of EEG for investigation, and 4 Hz was defined
as the cutoff frequency. The mean value of the data at each
channel was zero after the filtering.
(III) The short-time Fourier transform (STFT) was
performed to obtain the time-frequency representation, i.e.,
spectrogram, of EEG. The duration of the window was four
seconds, and the overlap ratio between two adjacent
windows were 50%, and the number of points for Fourier
transform was the same to that of the window, and the
Hamming window was used. In the frequency domain, the
frequency ranging from 1 to 15 Hz was used for analysis.
Hence, after the STFT, a matrix was produced with the
dimensions of 51 frequency bins by 255 time samples
(sampling frequency was 0.5 Hz) for each channel. Here, the
duration of the frame for EEG was one second longer than
that of the frame for music. Such a treatment resulted from
the consideration of the delay of the temporal course of the
brain activity in contrast to the timing of music stimuli.
When a participant listens to the auditory stimulus, the delay
of the EEG can be over one hundred milliseconds [27, 28].
In this study, we did not measure the delay in the
experiment; hence we defined a longer frame for EEG to
reduce the delay effect to temporally match music stimuli.
(IV) A four-way tensor including the spectrograms of
EEG was formulated and its dimensions were frequency (57
bins) by time (255 samples) by space (64 channels) by
subject (14 adults), and then, NTF was performed to
decompose the tensor into four factors matrices which were
the spectral factor, the temporal factor, the spatial factor and
the feature factor matrix for all participants, and in each
factor, R components were extracted [16].
(V) R ranged from 6 to 65 in this study, and DIFFIT
suggested when 35 components were extracted by NTF, the
model of NTF for the tensor was appropriate in this study.
(VI) Under three significance levels with p values of
0.001 and 0.01, thresholds of correlation coefficient between
the temporal course of each music feature and each of the 35
EEG temporal components in the temporal factor were
investigated. Before the calculation, the mean of the
temporal course was removed and normalized to its standard

For the decomposition of the spectrogram of ongoing
EEG through NTF, we formulated a fourth-order tensor
including modes of frequency by time by channel by
subject. The number of frequency bins ( ), timestamps ( ),
channels ( ), and subjects ( ) compose the dimensions of
the tensor . Decomposition of results in four matrices:
I
,
(4)
where the last factor is the feature matrix (
) consisting
of extracted multi-domain features of brain responses in
the experiment onto the subspaces spanned by the spectral
(i.e.,
(
)), temporal (i.e.,
) and spatial
(i.e.,
(
)) factors. In some studies [16, 17], the
multi-domain features extracted by NTF were the most
interesting factor to discriminate two groups of participants.
In this study, our interest lies in seeking which temporal
component in the temporal factor is significantly correlated
with the temporal course of a music feature, and lies in
exploring the nature of those parallel spectral and spatial
components associated with this temporal component. .
2.3. Number of components extracted by NTF
When the tensor factorization under the PARAFAC model
is applied, a challenging problem is how to determine the
number of components for extraction in each factor [13].
Three types of frequently used methods include model order
selection [21], diagnosis of the consistency of core tensor
named as CORCONDIA [22] in a number of tensor models,
and the measurement of the change of the fit denoted as
DIFFIT [23] in a number of tensor models. The former type
of methods requires different assumptions for different
algorithms of model order selection, and the latter two types
of methods are basically data-driven. For simplicity, DIFFIT
was used in this study. A fit is the explained variance of raw
data by a proposed model and the fit of a NTF model is
defined as
fit
1
,
where
is the approximation for raw data tensor in the
model,
1, ⋯ , , and fit
is monotonically
rising. Then, the difference fit of the two adjacent fits is
dif
fit
fit
1 ,
where
2, ⋯ , . Next, the ratio of the adjacent
difference fits reads as
⁄dif
diffit
dif
1 ,
where
2, ⋯ ,
1 . The model with the largest
diffit value is regarded as the appropriate NTF model for the
raw data tensor [23, 24] .
2.4. Data processing and analysis
The data processing included six steps as the following:
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participants under the bases of the temporal, spectral and
spatial EEG components shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Most
participants had similar features except one participant.

deviation. The method to calculate the thresholds can be
found in [20]. After that, the correlation coefficient between
each of the 35 EEG temporal components and each of
temporal courses of five music features were calculated, the
temporal components significantly correlated with the music
features were then found.
3. RESULTS
Fig. 1 describes the fit of the raw tensor through the
reconstructed tensor by NTF under each tested model. In
terms of DIFFIT, the results of the 35-component model
were selected for analysis. Fig. 2 demonstrates the
correlation coefficient between each of the 35 EEG temporal
components and the temporal course of the music feature,
terms as fluctuation centroid (FlucCentroid), and the
thresholds of the correlation coefficients for significance
levels. Only the eighth component contributed a significant
correlation coefficient for p < 0.01. Most of the extracted
EEG temporal components were not significantly correlated
with the temporal course of the music feature. For other
music features, we did not find any EEG component
significantly correlated with them under the threshold for p
< 0.01. Fig. 3 displays the eighth EEG temporal component,
and the temporal course of the music feature,
‘FlucCentroid’. The correlation coefficient between them is
about 0.22 which is larger than one threshold in Fig.2.

Fig. 2 Correlation coefficient between each of extracted EEG
components and the temporal course of music feature-FlucCentroid

Fig. 3 Temporal courses of music feature and EEG component

Fig. 1 Fit of every test NTF model

Fig. 4 shows the eighth spatial component, the eighth
spectral component, and the eighth multi-domain feature
component in the corresponding spectral factor, the spatial
factor and the feature factor. The corresponding spectral
component indicated that the alpha oscillation of EEG was
associated with the music feature termed as ‘FlucCentroid’,
and the parallel spatial component revealed that the
posterior area was activated when participants were
listening to the music regarding that feature. The
‘FlucCentroid’ is calculated as the geometric mean of the
fluctuation spectrum representing the global repartition of
rhythm periodicities within the range of 0–10 Hz.
Furthermore, the plot in the right and bottom of Fig. 4
presents the multi-domain features of EEG for all

Fig. 4 Spatial component, spectral component and multi-domain
feature of EEG that are parallel to the selected temporal component

4. CONCLUSION
The study addresses the decomposition of ongoing EEG
elicited by natural music stimuli. The core of the proposed
method is to perform NTF on the spectrograms of EEG, and
to seek the interesting components with the reference of
temporal courses of the music features. We found that one
posterior alpha component extracted by NTF was
significantly (p < 0.01) correlated with the temporal course
of one music feature named as ‘FlucCentroid’ among all
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five long-term music features. Such result conforms to the
previous discovery of music perception and imagery in EEG
[29], which validates that the finding in this study does not
result from the technical artifacts, but truly reveals the brain
state of the participants when listening to the modern tango.
In sum, for the research of the ongoing EEG elicited by
natural stimuli, it is necessary to exploit the features of the
stimuli which are referenced to study the EEG. Meanwhile,
such ongoing EEG can be severally contaminated by
artifacts, thus, extracting meaningful EEG components and
features may have to be in terms of advanced signal
processing methods, namely, NTF, ICA and so on.
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